
Minutes of the Cavy section meeting, held on 18. May 2012 in Altötting / Germany 

 
1. Opening and Welcome 

2. Recording Attendance 

3. Minutes of the last section meeting in Balatonalmadi / H on 3. June 2011  

4. Correspondence  

5. Reports of the Executive Meetings of 04/02/2012 and 17/05/2012 

6. Agenda for the Annual General Meeting of Saturday 19th. May 2012 

7. Report of the Standards Committee Meeting ESKC 

8. European Standard 

9. Report of the EE Judges seminar in Berlin (D) on 17.+18./03/2012 

10. EE Judges Training 

11. Affiliation of new members 

12. Elections in accordance with article 12.2 of the Constitution 

12 A Section President 

12 B Vice President 

12 C Secretary 

13. Elections in accordance with article 12.6 of the Constitution 

 5 - 7 ESKC members  

14. Elections in accordance with article 12.6 of the Constitution 

 14 A ESKC President 

 14 B ESKC Vice President 

 14 C ESKC Secretary 

15. European Show in Leipzig / D on 7. - 9. December 2012  

16. Discussing Breed Specific European Show for cavies: where in  2014 / 2017? 

17. Information by the ‘Internet’ Sub Committee 

18. Ailments 

19. Suggestions and Requests 

20. Any Other Business 

 



1. Welcome and Opening 

Evelyne opened the meeting at 14. 05pm and welcomed alle delegates to the meeting. She was pleased to 
see most of the countries represented, but was sad that some were still missing. 
The meeting was conducted in English and Helmut was requested to read German off Priska’s screen. 

 

2. Recording Attendance 

Evelyne van Vliet (President), Helmut Sakac, Austria; Christian Koch, Germany; Lena Tysk, Sweden; Petr 
Tejml, Czech Rep.; Irina Belozertceva, Russia; Kornelia Petrovicova, Slovakia, Priska Küng (Switzerland, 
Minutes) 

Apologies for Absence were received from: France, Portugal and Poland. A message was received to 
announce that the two Polish clubs were organising a joint show in a few weeks time; hopefully they will 
find common ground soon. Belgium and Holland have currently no representation at all. Belgium had 
delegated Eddy de Permentier to the Rabbit section. The Spanish club Cecor‘s membership had been 
dissolved after 3 years of non-payment. Slovenia was again unable to send a delegate. 

 

3. Minutes of the Cavy section meeting in Balatonalmadi / H from 3. June 2011  

The minutes had been circulated and there were no questions or amendments. Evelyne promised to deliver 
the English translation quicker than last year. 

 

4. Correspondence 

France: Samuel Boucher has been trying to re-join for two years now –his association was the original 
representation from France until they no longer attended the meetings. A few years later, Mr. Brigelhuber  
applied for membership, stating that the was the new President of the umbrella organisation that combined 
all three cavy associations in France. In the mean time Mr. Brigelhuber has emigrated to Tuscany and all 
contact has ceased (no known address and the email address is obsolete). 

Samuel Boucher sent in the affiliation documentation too late (April), so that this proposal for affiliation will 
be dealt with at next year’s convention. 

The Spanish club, Cecor has never paid its membership fees, nor attended any meetings, not even in Toledo, 
which means that their membership has automatically been dissolved. There is another Spanish club, ACE 
but they are currently not interested in joining the EE. 

Switzerland has transferred the membership from the Cavia Verein to the IGM, the Swiss umbrella 
organisation. Nothing will change, as Priska will remain their delegate. 

The MFD (Germany) has a new Executive. The situation surrounding the OMNC has not been cleared yet, 
but talks are on going. 

The Cavy section voted on the stipulations with regard to the EE judges‘ badge at last year’s meeting. 
Instead of the booklet for every judge that contains all data regarding attendance of judges‘ seminars and 
judging engagements at European shows, Evelyne has come up with a better idea, creating an Excel 
database that contains all the information. She urged all delegates to check this database and contact her in 
the event of any mistakes. The database will be updated annually on 1. April. 



The webmaster requested from every section to appoint one person that is responsible for the EE website. 
Evelyne had done it so far and is quite happy to continue. 

 

5. Reports of the Executive Meetings of 04/02/2012 and 17/05/2012 

The affiliation of the European Flying Pigeon Association was discussed at the February meeting as well as 
the European show  in Leipzig. 

RÖK (Austria) has offered to host the European show in Wels in 2024, or any earlier one in the event of a 
cancellation. 
Leipzig 2012, Metz (France) 2015, Herning (Denmark) 2018, Leipzig (Germany) 2021. 

At yesterday’s meeting the amendments to the Constitution was discussed, which had been accepted in the 
mean time at the morning session of the AGM. Also information from the European show in Leipzig given 
out. There seem to be various problems with regards to Animal Health and vaccinations, but these do 
thankfully not affect the cavies. 

 

6. Agenda for the Annual General Meeting of Saturday 19th. May 2012 

The most difficult item had already been dealt with and all other items speak foir themselves. 

 

7. Report of the Standards Committee Meeting (ESKC) 

Priska will carry on writing the minutes for the Standard Committee meetings. 

The ESKC currently consists of 5 members that will be re-elected under item 13. Holland and Belgium are 
unable to propose a candidate for the time being; Evelyne did not get a response to her requests. 

 

8. European Standard 

The revision of the Standard is still ongoing. Unfortunately, we are not making the progress that we were 
hoping for and things could not be finalised before the seminar in Berlin. 

We are aware that the upgrading of the standards is a never-ending task. We will publish the complete 
Standard in English and German on the EE website; that way it will be more accessible to a larger number of 
people and the publication of amendments will be so much easier. Another advantage is that each standard 
can be accompanied by more photos. Ideally, we are looking at each affiliated country to donate one photo 
per breed (set against a neutral background and without captions) for publication on the website 

We agreed to upload the amended part of the Standard first to be followed by the rest, which will be 
amended on a continuous basis.  

An appendix will be attached to the Standard and published in which all Guidestandard breeds will be listed. 
All information to be sent to Helmut by 1. June (in future years by 1. April).  

 

9. Report of the EE Judges seminar in Berlin (D) on 17.+18./03/2012 



Fantastic seminar, expertly organised by Christian and his team. 30 judges attended from 10 countries. 
Sweden was absent, Holland only sent one judge, but Germany and Austria were very well represented (8 
and 5 judges respectively).  

The breed presentations could possibly be published on the website; Evelyne will find out whether there is 
enough space on the website to accommodate these. 

The next seminar will be held in Prague, Czech Republic on 15. -  17. March 2013. The following breeds will 
be discussed:  Cresteds (Denisa Vitkova) and Satin (Andreas Reinert and Co.). 

Evelyne will distribute another €2000 over all attending countries in 2013. This money is not meant for the 
individual judges personally, but should be handed over to the association or club to help with the financial 
outlay. 

Two attendants to our seminar seem to have relinquished their membership in the official Slovak 
association to start their own organisation. Regretfully, this means that they can no longer participate in our 
seminars. 

 

10. EE Judges Training 

Some affiliated countries do not have any judges or a Standards Committee of their own. 

Rita Ribeira from Portugal is very interested in absolving her judges‘ training after having attended all judges 
seminars at which she made a very good impression. 

Evelyne suggested the following: Rita Ribeira to take the exam in  all breeds, which will allow her to judge all 
breeds of cavy in her native Portugal. Evelyne further suggested Christian and Lena to be in charge of the 
exam at the European show in Leipzig. Christian seems to think that Rita could do the exam in Sweden in 4 
weeks time, where Lena and Petr are present. 

It is of major importance that we get a list together of all national shows in the affiliated countries and who 
is officiating at these shows, so that interested candidates can take their exams at such shows. 

Those countries that do not have a judges training scheme themselves, can apply to the EE for the exams. 
The EE can then offer certain shows at which 2 ESKC members are present for that purpose. This means that 
candidates can do their exams quicker than having to wait for the 3 yearly European show. 

Prerequisite for the exam is that the candidate has attended the Judges seminars and that the national 
association officially recommends and requests for the candidate to take the exam. 

Helmut mentioned that the EE had just agreed to an amendment in the Constitution that regulates the 
training of judges in other countries. Evelyne replied that our training would not counteract this new rule as 
the situation was different in cavy circles to those of the other sections that have had judges in every 
country for a much longer time.   

Should we introduce a system in what order and time the Judges‘ training and exam should be done or 
should we leave that to the affiliated countries who will have to apply for the exam. It will best to have as 
few restrictions as possible for the time being.  

The following conditions must be observed:  

• A minimum of 2 ESKC members must be present at the show to take the exam 



• The National Association of the aspiring judge must officially apply to the EE for the exam and 
stating which breeds are to be examined. 

• The National Association will further have to state where and how the trainee judge has gathered 
practical experiences. 

• The trainee judge has to have attended all possible EE Judges‘ seminars.  

We will not strife to train as many judges as possible; we merely want to offer an opportunity to those 
countries that do not have any other means to train their own judges. 

Final exam can be done at: 

Any National show in any EE affiliated country under at least 2 ESKC members; 

Any European show. 

and includes the following: 

20 exhibits per category (smooth / rough / long haired) are to be judged by the candidate.                                                   

The trainee judges will judge the exhibits one by one and state his/her comments on a card , which will be 
checked at a later stage. 

A discussion arose whether the candidate is allowed to use the EE Standard at the exam; a very small 
majority was in favour of that. 

The 2 ESKC members, that have conducted the exam, will write a report on the exam that will be signed by 
both. (number of exhibits / judgment etc.) 

The trainee judge will be given an official EE certificate after passing the exam. 

 

11. Affiliation of New Members 

No proposals had been received. See above for information about France. 

 

12. Elections in accordance with article 12.2 of the Constitution 

12 A.  Section President  
Evelyne van Vliet will stand for another term of 3 years.  
Lena enquired how Evelyne can be an Executive member without being a delegate of an EE affiliated 
association –she cannot find this in the Constitution.                                                                                             
Evelyne explained that she had been an EE Patron for many years and was made an Honorary Member last 
year, apart from the fact that she is an active member of at least 3 affiliated associations.                                   
Evelyne was elected unanimously and thanked all for her re-election. 

12 B  Vice President: 
Helmut Sakac was re-elected for another term of three years.  

12 C  Secretary: 
Priska Küng was re-elected for another term of three years. 

 

13. Elections in accordance with article 12.6 of the Constitution 



5 to 7 ESKC members 

Christian Koch, Germany; Helmut Sakac, Austria; Peter Tejml, Czech Republic; Lena Tysk, Sweden and 
Evelyne van Vliet were all re-elected for the next three years. 

No further 2 ESKC members could be elected as no nominations had been received. 

 

14. Elections in accordance with article 12.6 of the Constitution 

14 A   ESKC President: 
Evelyne van Vliet wanted to stand down from this position. Germany had nominated Christian Koch as 
President of the Standards Committee and he was duly elected unanimously. 

14 B  ESKC Vice President: 
Petr Tejml was re-elected as Vice President unanimously. 

14 C  ESKC Secretary: 
Helmut Sakac was re-elected as Secretary and will administrate all amendments to the EE Standard. Priska 
Küng will carry on writing the minutes of the ESKC meetings for Helmut. 
 

15. European Show in Leipzig / D on 7. - 9. December 2012 

Evelyne asked Christian if he could attend a meeting in Leipzig on the  30. and 31. October, where the 
catalogue and judges will be sorted out. Section President and ESKC President should attend. 

The cavies will be housed in one of the rabbit halls. 

Evelyne has ordered a double country stand in which all participating countries can introduce their 
association. Adjacent to the stand will be an office that can be locked. 

Goods relating to cavies can be sold from the stand (but no food or drink). All countries will bring along their 
goods which will be entered on a list. All participating countries are also requested to bring along some 
posters etc. to decorate the stand with. 

Pens of 50 x 50 cm have been ordered, which will accommodate our plastic inserts. All pens will be single-
tiered.  

Transport of the plastic inserts could possibly be carried out by the animal transport from Switzerland? 
Priska will make enquiries whether this is possible and also how many inserts there are. 

The entire organisation of the cavy show will be in our hands. David Marshall will administrate the entries, 
so entries to be made in English as much as possible.  

The entry forms that have been handed out are those of the rabbits again, despite numerous requests by 
Evelyne to the showorganisers to amend them for cavies. 
Age groups are missing for instance. (Adult from 12 months onwards, Young from 6 – 12 months with a 
minimum weight of 800 g). 

Under the circumstances it would make more sense to use the entry forms from Etziken. Priska will make 
sure that Evelyne will receive these in English and German. 

Christian retorts that the Leipzig entry form can be downloaded from their website, which means that only 
those ones can be used. 



We will have to instruct our members and exhibitors that all exhibits must at least weigh 800 g. 
We decided to drop the two age groups. 

„Team Leipzig“ is taking shape: some people have already offered to be at the show all week.                             
David and Joyce Marshall, Rita Ribeira, Lena Tysk plus one or two more exhibitors from Sweden, Claudia 
Kittel and Michaela Jüstel are bound to be there as well, Emmerich Ruess from Austria, Eva Marén Blessing 
from Switzerland. 

Only one badge (for free entry) will be issued to one contact person per country. Evelyne will make sure that 
all members of „Team Leipzig“ will receive a badge. 

Petra Ludwig-Bauer has offered to make a cavy display. The show organisers are allowing this and Evelyne 
will have to inform them how much space is required for this display. 

Lena would like to construct a petting corner. This is not allowed in Germany. 

Judges: countries that enter 80 exhibits can also nominate one judge. Evelyne expects a few judges from 
Germany, which could be unattractive for the German exhibitors, as some might like their cavies to be 
judged by someone different. Some judges will be there anyway as contact persons. 

Evelyne will compile the list of judges with Christian Koch, without sticking to the rules too precisely.  

All countries are encouraged to donate specials or money prizes. 

All judges have to be in Leizpig by 8pm on Tuesday, 4. December 2012 to attend the judges‘ briefing. Those 
that are not present will not receive their travelling expenses to the show as well as the cost of their first 
night in a hotel. 

Erection of the show pens will be done by the Leipzig show organisers; all we need to do is install the plastic 
inserts and put in the shavings and hay. Christian will make sure that we will get some quality meadow hay. 

 

16. Discussing Breed Specific European Show for cavies: where in  2014 / 2017? 

2014    possibly in Germany as part of their National Bundesschau (over the Whitsun weekend); we would 
prefer an earlier date in view of the annual EE convention. 

2017   Austria in Laa, possible date mid to end of April. 

 

17. Information by the ‘Internet’ Sub Committee 

Breeds list will be updated and uploaded.. 
List to be read through and checked! 
The list of Judges of every country has to be updated. All lists to be sent to Evelyne. 
There are mistakes in the address lists (there are two different ones online –one is the old one and the other 
is the new one). 

 

18. Ailments 

There are problems with ring worm in various countries. 

England has had problems in certain studs where the cavies were fine one minute and dead a few hours 
later. The cause of this problem has not been found yet. 



19. Suggestions and Requests 

Helmut complained that he could not follow the meeting, as it was conducted in English and he was only 
told the bare necessities. 

Evelyne requested all to send a list of the most important shows (with exact address etc.)  to her by 1. June 
at the latest and also mention whether and where any ESKC members would be judging. 

Lena found it was about time that England would affiliate their caviy section to the EE; Evelyne would give it 
her best shot. 

 

20. Any Other Business 

Urs Freiburghaus paid the meeting a short visit and expressed his wish that more and more affiliated 
countries would use the EE Standard in their own countries, as the differences between the EE Standard and 
the national standards were minimal. He stressed the importance of integrating the needs of as many 
countries as possible in the revision of the EE Standard. 

Evelyne asked all delegates to advertise the European show in Leipzig as much as possible in their own 
countries so as to achieve a good entry of cavies. She is hoping for 800 exhibits. 

 

Evelyne van Vliet closed the meeting at 18.10 hrs. 
 

Priska Küng, 18.5.2012 

Minutes 

 

Addition from 19.5.2012 

The Cavy section met for another brief discussion, as Evelyne had ommited one item off the agenda the 
previous day. The discussion was about whether the Longhaired breeds should be split into 2 categories at 
European shows: ‚clipped‘ and ‚unclipped‘. The views of the delegates were and remain different; a vote 
was taken and a small majority voted in favour of 2 different classes, so it was decided to give it a try in 
Leipzig. A collection either consists of 4 ‚clipped‘ or 4 ‚unclipped‘ longhairs –the two categories cannot be 
mixed within one collection. 

It is important that the exhibitors state on the entry form whether the longhairs are ‚clipped‘ or ‚unclipped‘. 
The ‚clipped‘ will be denoted in the catalogue with a ‚C‘. 

All delegates and contact persons to inform their exhibitors of this and any entry form that does contain any 
information about the 2 categories must be verified with the exhibitor by the contact person. 

Another important point to inform all exhibitors about is that all exhibits must weigh at least 800 g . Evelyne 
will demonstrate at the judges briefing how exhibits that are not fully grown or matured yet, are to be 
judged. 

 

HOMEWORK: all Information and possible proposals to be sent to all affiliated countries in the first week of 
January. 



 

The delegates from left to right: Irina Belozertceva, (Russland / Russia), Priska Küng (Schweiz / Switzerland) 
Helmut Sakac, (Österreich / Austria), Christian Koch, (Deutschland / Germany), Evelyne vanVliet (GB), 
Kornelia Petrovicova, (Slowakei / Slovakia), Petr Tejml, (Tschechien / Czech Rep.), Lena Tysk, (Schweden / 
Sweden). 

 

The delegates from left to right – Back row: Petr Tejml, (Tschechien / Czech Rep.),  Kornelia Petrovicova, 
(Slowakei / Slovakia), Evelyne vanVliet (GB),  Helmut Sakac, (Österreich / Austria) 

Front row: Irina Belozertceva, (Russland /R ussia), Christian Koch, (Deutschland  / Germany), Priska Küng 
(Schweiz / Switzerland), Lena Tysk, (Schweden / Sweden). 

 

 



Impressions from the meeting  

  

  

 

 

 

The Convention Hotel             The square in Altotting  

  

 

 

 



The trip to the Chiemsee            Bavarian folklore 

  

 

 

 


